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ABSTRACT

Wapenaar, C-P.A., 2003. Reciprocity theorems foÍ seismoelectric w^ves. Joumal of Seismic
Explorution. 12: lO3-112.

We derive reciprocity theorems of the convolution type and of the correlation type for
seismoelectric waves in dissipative inhomogeneous anisotropic fluid-saturated poÍous solids. They
find their applications in forward and inverse seismoelectric wave problems, Íespectively. A special
application of the reciprocity theorem of the convolution type leads to source-receiver rectprocrry
relations for a seismoelectric experiment. The Íeciprocity theorem of the correlation type yields as
a special result the power balance for seismoelectric waves.

When the coupling tensor in the underlying equations vanishes, the reciprocity theorems
decouple to theorems for decoupled elastodynamic and electromagrctic wave fields in porous solids.

KEY WORDS: reciprocity, seismo€lectric, porosity, anisotropy, Biot theory.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we derive reciprocity theorems for coupled elastodynamic
and electromagnetic waves (also known as seismoelectric waves) in dissipative
inhomogeneous anisotropic fluid-saturated porous solids. In general, a
reciprocity theorem interrelates the quantities lhat characterize rwo admissible
physical states that could occur in one and the same domain (de Hoop and Stam,
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1988). One can distinguish between convolution type and correlation type
reciprocity theorems (Bojarski, 1983). Generally speaking, these two types of
reciprocity theorems find their applications in forward and inverse problems,
respectively. An extensive overview of reciprocity and its applications in seismic
exploration is given by Fokkema and van den Berg (1993).

For the theory of seismoelectric wave propagation, we lean upon the work
of Pride (1994). The main results are summarized in the next section. A
reciprocity theorem of the convolution type for seismoelectric waves has
previously been formulated by Pride and Haartsen (1996). Their reciprocity
theorem interrelates two seismoelectric states in one and the same dissioative
inhomogeneous anisotropic porous solid. In this paper we generalize this by
considering different medium parameters in the two states lanalogous to de
Hoop (1987) for electromagnetic waves and de Hoop and Stam (1988) for
elastodynamic waves in dissipative solidsl. Hence, we obtain an extra integral
containing the contrast parameters (i.e., the difference between the medium
parameters in both states). This is relevant for example for the derivation of
wave field representations containing these contrast parameters [ike the
Neumann series expansion, analogous as discussed by Fokkema and van den
Berg (1993) for acoustic wavesl. Another extension in this paper compared with
the work of Pride and Haartsen (1996) is the derivation of a reciprocity theorem
of the correlation type for seismoelectric waves, again for the situation of
different medium parameters in both states. This is relevant for the derivation
of inverse algorithms [analogous to de Hoop and Stam (1988) and Wapenaar and
Haimé (1990) for elastodynamic wavesl.

BASIC EQUATIONS IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

Reciprocity theorems can be derived in the time domain, the Laplace
domain and the frequency domain. In this paper we only consider the frequency
domain.

In this section we review the space-frequency domain equations for
seismoelectric waves in a dissipative inlomogeneous anisotropic fluid-saturated
porous solíd. The Cartesian coordinate vector will be denoted as x - (x,,x,,x,,)
and time as t. We use a subscript notation for vectorial and tensorial quantities
and Einstein's summation convention applies to repeated subscriprs.

We define the Fourier transform with resDect to time of a real function
AS

f

n(,.r) : J u(t)exp{ -jort)dr ( t )
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and its inverse as

c
u(t) : (1/r)$t[ J i(c,r)exp(c..rr)do] ,

0

(2)

where j is the imaginary unit, r.r the angular frequency and m denotes that the
real part is taken.

The linearised equations of motion for elastodynamic waves coupled to
electromagnetic waves in a dissipative anisotropic fluid-saturated porous solid
read in the space-frequency domain

joPitj + j,Êlr\ arilj - in ,

jc.,Êj1ni + .j"Êï,(ft, i,*Ê*; + a,Ê : i' .

with

n, : ó(i,l - v) (5)

Here ij : ij(x,o) and tj = nj(x,o) are the averaged solid and fluid particle
velocities associated to the wave motion, w, : w;(x,co) is the filtration velocity,
d : ó(x) the porosity, ii, : 

^ii1(x,r1) 
the averaged bulk stress, p : p(x,o) the

averaged tluid pressure and^!r - E*(x,or) the 
^averaged 

electric field strength.
The source functions 1o : f,b(x,cr) and fir : f,'(x,r,r) are the volume densities
of external force on the bulk and on the fluid, respectively. The constinrtive
parameters Êï: êllx,co) and pi',: Ê'1(x,c,r) are the bulk and fluid mass
densities, respectively. They are complex and frequency-dependent to account
for anelastic losses (de Hoop, 1995). Moreover, they are defined as anisotropic
tensors, which follows from effective medium theory (Schoenberg and Sen,
1983). In the following we assume that these tensors are symmetric, according
to pÏt = êl and pii : êj, (ttris is for example the case when the effective
anisotropy is a result of parallel fine layering at a scale much smaller than the
wavelength). For isotropic media these parameters reduce to Êb1 : óbó,, and pi
= ótói j. The tensor pf, : óf(x,r,r; is a complex frequency-dependent inertia
tensor for the relative fluid motion, obeying the symmetry relation pf, : p!,.
For an isotropic medium it reduces to bi,^- tt^6,,, with ÊE : 4/jcok, where 4 :
4(x) is the fluid viscosity parameter and k : k(x,or) the dynamic permeability.
Finally, the complex frequency-dependenr function 2,'. - Z,r{x.<,.,) accounts for
the coupling between the elastodynamic and electromagnetic waves. In the
following we will assume that this tensor is symmetric, according to L,r: L*
[Pride and Haartsen (1996) discuss the conditions for this symmetry]. It reduces
to Z,* : Ló,u in isotropic media.

l i l

(4)



(6)

(7)

where ê,;1r = ê,;r(x,co), Ó, , : Ó, j(x..,l) and tr,'t = Mrx."t are the complex
frequency-dependent anisotropic stiffness parameters of the porous solid. Their
symmetry properties are ê1r,r : ê1i11 : êua : ê*,,, and Ó,; : Ó, ,. For isotropic
oorous solids these tensoÍs read

êru - [Kc - (2/3)Giilóijókr + Gr,(óikEr + àidjr) ,

and C'1 : Óó,,. The isotropic parame^rers fo, C,,. Ó and M can be expressed
in terms of Biot's parameters N, A, Q and R (Biot and Willis, 19571 Walton
and Digby, 1987), according to

Ko Qt3tG,,  -À + Zq r  n.  C, -  N.

ó - tQ + Êtro, vr : nró,.

Maxwell's electromagnetic fi eld equations read

jcoD' + Í' - €,jka.jÊk : -i: ,

jcoÊ* + eu.,,QÊ, : il ,

where Ê* = Ê*(x,o) is the averaged magnetic field strength, ó, : ó r".rt und
81 : B1(x,<l) are the averaged electric and magnetic flux density,^ J, : Jr(x,or)
is the averaged induced electric current density, Jï : Jï(x,or) and J'i : Jï(x,o)
are source functions in terms of external electric and magnetic current densities
and, finally, eu1 is the alternating tensor (€r2j = €3tz: €ztt: -r,r : -€r.r =

€rr: : 1; e,,,' = 0 when not all subscripts i,j,k are different). Note that eu.ó,H1
is the subscript representation of V x H, etc.

i, : ênÊr - /,.,(a,Ê+ jopilii - q) ,

where ê,u : ê*(x,ar), Êr1 : Ês(x,cr) and ê11 : à*(x,cr) are the permittiviry,
permeability and conductivity, respectively. In general these are complex
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The linearised stress-strain relations read

:^^-j..rii, 
- 

ó,r\p,v; C, ,á,w. = 0

jorp+Ókpi i+Mauf io-6,

According to Pride (1994), the constitutive relations are given by

D1 : ê11Ê* ,

É* : Ê*;H.i

(8)

(9.)

( t0)

( l l )

(r2)

(  l3)

(14)
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frequency-dependent anisotropic tensors, with symmetry relations ê,* : êti, Êr,t
: irlr and ó,r. : ór.,.For isotropic media they reduce to êi1 : e6ê,ó1r, 1.rr1 :
pr.ep,ó*, and à,1 : àó1. The subscripts 0 refer to the parameters in vacuum and
the subscripts r denote relative parameters. Pride (1994) gives for ê, and /r,

ê, :  (óia-Xt '-  i )  + i '  ,

í t , - I

(15)

(  l6)

(17)

(18)

where i' and i' are the dielectric parameters of the fluid and solid, respectively,
and a- is the tortuosity at infinite frequency. Substituting the constitutive
relations (12), (13) and (14) into the Maxwell equations (10) and (11), and
adding i,, times equalion (4) to equation (10) in order to compensate for the
term -L1;(ó1p + j<opin) - Íl), yields

.  ; ;  .  , '  -L .

Jc,JÉ,f bf I jaLl ,pi 'r it, - e,od,H. : -Jï

j<,.rirr,Ê, + e*,,á,Ê, : -ii ,

wlm

É* : ê,* + (è*t ju) - L,,b\L,r (19)

The system of equations (3), (4), (6), (7), (17) and (18) governs the
coupled propagation of elastodynamic and electromagnetic waves in dissipative
anisotropic fl uid-saturated porous solids.

At any position in space where the medium parameters are discontinuous,
the wave quantities should obey boundary conditions. For interfaces between
porous media one can distinguish between open, partially open and closed pores
(Gurevich and Schoenberg, 1999). Here we consider the situation with open
pores (Deresiewicz and Skalak, 1963). At an interface with normal vector n :
(n,,nr,nr) the open pore boundary conditions require continuity of if,n,, p, ni,
w.,n,, eu,,E,n, and e ;;1Hr!.

RECIPROCITY THEOREM OF THE CONVOLUTION TYPE

In this section we derive a reciprocity theorem that interrelates two
seismoelectric states in one and the same domain D with boundary óD and
outward pointing normal vector n, see Fig. 1. The two seismoelectric states
(i.e., wave fields, medium parameters and source functions) will be
distinguished by the subscripts A and B. We assume that the medium paramerers
in states A and B are piecewise continuous in D and that the open pore
boundary conditions hold at interfaces in D.
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Fig. 1. Configuration for the Íeciprocity theoÍems.

We consider the interaction quantity d;[e *Ê,,oÊ*.s - e;irÊr.oÊi." - ti.aP1.r
+ P1.rti,r + wl.aPr - Êot."l. Applying the product rule for differentiatioir,
substituting equations (3), (4), (6), (7), (17) and (18) for states A and B, using
the symmetry relations for the medium paÍameters and the alteÍnating tensor €ijk,
integrating the result over D and applying the theorem of Gauss yields

c^= j,o J I(Ê*r - Àr.r)H;.oÉ*, - tÉ*,.o
D

- 4i.JEr.oE;."

(i,i,nÊï,.n - i,j,"pf,.";1ri,,,oÊi,B + Êi.A\i,r.B) + 6ï,o - Êl;3)ni,otj."

(Êr,r,À - Êru.BXfft.Aq.B + ti,Àwj,B) + (Êï,,n - Ê!,,r)w.,,nfi,.r1d'x

(l/jo) Í t(êtjkr.A - êrjkr.B )aj0i,Aaii., + (fto - Ift, ;a,w,.od*Ê*."
D

(Ótj,A - Ót.j.B Xarw*.oaÍj., -f d,0i.od***," )ld3x

f tit.^1r.," - Ê*,oii," - iï.oÊ,., + Êr.Ai:.'
D

- t:^q." + ti.oi:B - f,t^*,." + wj.oijfÈld3x . (20)
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This is the reciprocity theorem of the convolution type fbr seismoelectric
w^ave^s (we speak of convolution type since the products in the frequency domain
(Ej AHk.B etc.) correspond to convolutions in the time domain). It has the usual
form of a boundary integral containing convolutions of wave fields, domain
integrals containing the contrast functions of the medium parameters and a
domain integral containing the source functions. If one of the states is a Green's
state (i.e., the \'r'ave field ofa point source in a background medium) and the
other state is the actual wave field, then equation (20) yields a representation for
the actual wave field in terms of a boundary and a domain integral, similar as
for uncoupled elastodynamic or electromagnetic wave fields.

We conclude this section by considering some special situations. When the
medium parameters in both states are identical in D, then the domain integrals
containing the contrast parameters vanish. This leaves

$ I.,,uÊ,.oÊu., u,,*Ê*.oÊ,., - ni.Aiï.' + ilj Áii.B + \.,rÊr - poft; olqdrx
AD

li?oÊ*.n - Ê*.oiï." - Í;.oÊ,.u + Ê,.oi;.,

- ilotï," + t: Ai:B - f,';\, + \i,j.oli"ld3x

:J
D

(21)

This is the reciprocity theorem that was previously derived by Pride and
Haartsen ( 1996).

In addition to the condition of identical medium parameters in both states.
consider the situation in which the medium at and outside áD is an unbounded
homogeneous isotropic lossless solid and assume that the wave fields in both
states are causally related to the sources in D. In this case the elastodynamic and
electromagnetic components of the wave field outside dD have the same
asymptotic behaviour as in the equivalent uncoupled situation. Hence, for this
situation the boundary integral on the left-hand side of equation (21) vanishes
(Pao and Varatharajulu, 1976: de Hoop, 1995).

From the remaining integral it is straightforward to derive source-receiver
reciprocity properties. For example, let the source in state A be an electric
current oriented in the x,-direction at xA € D, according to ji^{x,co.y =
Sn(c,r)ó(x - xo)ó,,, and let the source in state B be a force oriented in the
x"-direction at xB € D, according to ib"1x,c,r) : i lr(x,r) : Sr(r,r)ó(x - xu)ó,".
Assuming all other sources aÍe zeÍo, we thus obtain

E,.o(xo,o)/S"(o) = [i ' i.o(x",o) + f 
" o(xr,c,r)]/So(co) (22;
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The lefï-hand side of this equation is the electric field strength in the
x*-direction at xA, due to a force oriented in the x"-direction at x", divided by
the source spectrum of this force; the right-hand side is the velocity in the
x"-direction at xB, due to an electric current oriented in the x,-direction at xo,
divided by the source spectrum of this current. The reciprocity properties for
other source-receiver combinations can be derived in a similar wav.

RECIPROCITY THEOREM OF THE CORRELATION TYPE

in this section we derive a second reciprocity theorem for seismoelectric
waves. This time we consider the interaction quantity á,1- e ,,, Ei.^È*., -
e *Èi.oÊ,." ni-Aiï B - ifï Anl B + *ï,op, + piw,.rl, where *-denótes complex
conjugation. Following the same procedure as in the previous section we obtain

Í
I)

+J
D

$ [ .,,uÊï.oÊu." .1uÊi.oÊ,.0 - ni-,1ibr. a - iïï.oni., + *]^pn + Êi*j.Blqd'?x

+ ti,: 
^êïï.^ 

+ irj.Bêïr,B)(\i,;.AÊ,., - Ê1.o*,.r1 + 1p11.o ,!,.")n1'onj.r

-  \9. ,e -  p, ,et{w,,rv je + v;  AwjBt + {pir .q -  pïrB)w Awl.Bld 'x

+ (1/jo) J t(êljrr..r - êi jr1.B)ajii-Aa1íi.B + (M; M")a,rtu].oáuÊr n
D

+ 1Ói;,o - Óij.Bxak\i/i.Aaigj,.B + á,il-oá*ft*,")ldrx

t- i ï loÈ*," - nioi i." - i : loÊ,." - Êïojï"

+ i:iii." + nil^i:" + iïwj, + \iï Atr,Bldrx . (23)

This is the reciprocity theorem of the correlation type for seismoelectric
w^aves (we speak of correlation type since the products in the frequency domain
(Ei.AH.,B etc.) correspond to correlations in the time domain). Its applications
are found in inverse problems, similar as for the correlation type reciprocity
theorems for uncoupled elastodynamic or electromagnetic wave fields (de Hoop
and Stam, 1988; Wapenaar and Haimé, 1990).

We conclude this section by analysing equation (23) for the situation in
which both states (i.e.. wave fields, medium parameters and source functions)
are identical. Omitting the subscriprs A and B, we thus obtain
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mf
D

t-iï-Ê* Í;-Ê, + io.tl + i"*,ld'x

( )4\

: m $ t.,,.ÊïÊ* - ii;i'i + p-'i',lnd'?x

*, J t s@k)HïHk - s(ÉoJÊiÊ, + zm(i,,êï,)s(*;Ê,) - $(Êï,)fiift,

- s(êï)ti'i; - 2s(p",)st(ftït)ld'x

+ (1/or)J
D

I  i  rc,r\1 )Ari ' ; 'A/vi + S (M )a.w:Ar\.1.

+ 23(Órj)m(Ak\^/ ió;t l) ld3x,

where S denotes the imaginary part. The domain integral on the left-hand side
represents the power, generated by the sources in D. The boundary integral on
the right-hand side represents the power-flux propagating outward through dD
and the domain integrals on the right-hand side represent the dissipated power
in D. Hence, equation (24) is the power balance for seismoelectric waves in its
global form for the domain D [Pride and Haartsen (1996) derived the power
balance in its local forml. For this reason, equation (23) is also referred to as
the power reciprocity theorem for seismoelectric waves.

CONCLUSIONS

We have derived reciprocity theoÍems of the convolution type and of the
correlation type for coupled elastodynamic and electromagnetic waves (also
known as seismoelectric waves) in dissipatíve inhomogeneous anisotropic
fluid-saturated porous solids. In both theorems, which are formulated in the
space-frequency domain, we assumed that the wave fields, mèdium parameters
and source functions may be different in both states. Hence, both theorems are
expressed in terms of a boundary integral containing products of wave fields,
domain integrals containing the contrast functions of the medium parameters and
a domain integral containing the source functions. When coupling tensor Lr k is
taken equal to zero, the underlying system of equations decouples to the Biot
equations for elastodynamic waves in fluid-saturated porous solids [equations (3)
through (7) with 1,,* : 0l and Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic waves
lequations (17) through (19) with Lrr. : 0]. As a consequence, the reciprocity
theorems (20) and (23) decouple to reciprocity theorems for these decoupled
wave fields. Moreover, when the tensors p'u, êir, C|; and M are taken equal to
zero, the Biot equations reduce to the equation of motion [equation (3) with pi,
: 0l and the stress-strain relation [equation (6) with C', : 0] for elastodynamic
waves in non-porous solids and equations (20) and (23) reduce analogously to
reciprocity theorems for elastodynamic waves in non-porous solids.
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